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Relief Valves

ABAC relief valves assure a reliable and accurate pressure relief,
simultaneously providing a tight shut off for a wide range of pressures. 
When the upstream pressure overcomes the closing force exerted by the
spring, the valve opens, allowing flow through the valve.
As the upstream pressure increases, flow through the valve increases
proportionately. 
Generally, this set pressure is adjustable, within the limit values for
each range.

Definitions:
Set point: Pressure value where indications of fluid
are detected in the outlet. The specified
precision is after the first opening and
with the pressure raising slowly. 

Reseal pressure: is the pressure to which
the valve returns to close itself completely
in such a way that indications of fluid are
not detected in the outlet. Reseal pressure
is always lower than set point.

Models
• VAR : Straight valves with atmospheric discharge 
• VAAD: Angle valves with differential stem
• VAAB: Angle valves with balanced stem

In VAR and VAAD models, the set point pressure is defined
as the difference between the inlet pressure and the outlet
pressure (back pressure). (Differential stem)

In the VAAB model, set point pressure is only sensitive to
inlet pressure and is not affected by outlet pressure.
(Balanced stem)

Spare Parts
Spare parts kits are available for all valves models.
Please, contact us or call to our sales & service authorized
representatives.

Warning 

- Valves that are not actuated for a period of time
may initially crack to a value higher than the set
crack pressure.

- An appropriate filtrate of the fluid to prevent
damage to seals is recommendable.

- ABAC Relief valves are proportional valves, that
is, that opens gradually as the pressure inlet
increases. 
Consequently, they do not fulfill with code ASME
nor other codes like safety valve.
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ABAC ECB have giant button head and double ball retention, with spring return. 
Elastomeric main seal to assure zero leak

ECB Button head grease fitting

Accessory for manual injection of the sealant. Hexagonal
wrench operation. Body and injector screw of zincated carbon
steel. SAE 52100 ball. 1/2” NPTM connection. 

Maximum pressure service @ 70°F: 10000 psi

INYEC Sealing Injector

Fluoro
elastomer

Fluoro
elastomer

ABAC ECBT have vented cap with giant button head. Has UNS 1”x14hpp thread and
retention ball with spring return.Ball support allows the passage of grease through the
center of the spring, reducing the tendency to “pack-off”.
Another feature of this standard body grease fitting is the heavy-duty radial rivet crimp that
provides the best “blow-out” protection.

ECBT Vented Cap Button head grease fitting

Material

Body and cap Ball Spring

ECBT50 C 1/2” NPT Zinc. carbon steel SAE 52100 302 SS

ECBT50  I 1/2” NPT 316 SS 316 SS 302 SS
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Model Thread

Maximum pressure service @70°F: 10000 psi

316 SS

316 SS 302 SS

302 SS

302 SS 41

37

41

316 SS

1/4”

1/2”

Model: INYEC 50 C

316 SS

Ac.carb zincado SAE 52100

Material
Model

Thread

NPT Body Ball Seal Spring B

(mm)

Ac.carb zincado SAE 52100ECB25-C

ECB50-C

ECB25-I

ECB50-I

1/4”

1/2”

37302 SSBuna

Buna

Maximum pressure service @ 70°F: 10000 psi

Rosca

Hex. 25.4

Hex. 22

Rosca

1/2” NPT

5353

B

72
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Installment required dimensions

Type
Nominal

sizeFig
Standard Di men sio ns [mm]

B C D

1 2” 60.3 250 196 322

3” 88.0 250 196 350

2 2” 60.3 250 196 322

3” 88.0 250 196 350

3 2” 60.3 250 54 322

3” 88.0 250 54 350

A

Sealing

Condensate 4 outlets

Condensate 3 outlets

Condensation and sealing pots

Condensate and sealing cylinders Available in carbon and stainless
steel AISI 316
Standard sizes  2”and 3”  NPS, in Schedule 40 and 80, 1/2” NPT
connections  
Under order, it would be supplied in other dimensions, connections
or materials 

Technical data 
• Materials in accordance with ASME standards
• Threads NPT compliance with ANSI B1.20.1
• All specimens are tested at 1.5 times each 

Max Working Pressure
• Operating Pressure until 3000 psi
• Welding RX optional
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